SYESEN 505: Technical Project Management
3 Credits

Analysis and construction of project plans for the development of complex engineering products taken from a variety of problem domains.

SYESEN 507: Systems Thinking
3 Credits

The theory and practice of systems thinking. General systems theory; system dynamics, emergent properties, structure, feedback and leverage. Cross-listed with: EDSGN 507

SYESEN 510: Engineering Analysis I
3 Credits

The course includes applications of advanced engineering mathematics; the study of systems are described by ordinary/partial differential equations and methods of solutions.

Prerequisite: students should have completed calculus at the undergraduate level or have instructor's permission

SYESEN 520: Systems Engineering
3 Credits

Fundamentals of Systems Engineering with focus on System methodology, design, and management; includes life cycle analysis, human factors, maintainability, serviceability/reliability.

Prerequisite: SYESEN510 or instructor’s permission

SYESEN 522: Systems Verification Validation & Testing
3 Credits

The theory and practice of verification, validation and testing of engineering systems.

SYESEN 530: Systems Optimization
3 Credits

Theory/practice of linear programming will be developed including determination of optimum mix of products, levels of staffing, blending, network analysis, multi-period planning.

Prerequisite: SYESEN520 or instructor’s permission

SYESEN 531: Probability Models and Simulation
3 Credits

Provides background in modeling problems containing random components that must be accounted for in a reasonable solution.

SYESEN 532: Simulation in Systems Engineering: Discrete-Time Systems
3 Credits

The scale and cost of typical systems engineering projects mandate that proposed solutions are explored through integrated models and simulations such that stakeholders are confident that the system will work as intended upon deployment. In this course we examine the use of discrete-time approaches to these integrated models and their application to systems engineering. The course covers fundamental concepts, methods, and applications of modeling and simulation with a particular emphasis on problem framing, conceptual model development, and modeling systems of interconnected heterogeneous systems using hybrid simulation. The course begins with an overview of different types of systems and models, model verification and validation processes, sources of randomness and uncertainty, and reviews basic concepts related to computer simulation. Students are given an overview of two types of simulation, namely Monte Carlo and discrete event simulation. Basic concepts related to input modeling, experimentation, and output analysis are covered. Students will then learn how to combine the two simulation methods and develop hybrid simulations to model a system of interconnected subsystems and the importance of modeling these interrelationships. The students also gain hands-on experience on additional topics such as simulation-based optimization by using a commercial simulation software package.

SYESEN 533: Deterministic Models and Simulation
3 Credits

Provides a background in simulation and the modeling of problems that contain differential equations as part of the system.

SYESEN 534: Simulation in Systems Engineering: Continuous-Time Systems
3 Credits

This course addresses system dynamics modeling and simulation for the analysis of complex systems. It provides the theoretical and technical knowledge necessary to conceptualize dynamics of complex systems, formulate appropriate simulation models, and use models to understand the system behavior and develop effective policy interventions. Students are exposed to the techniques used to form models of supply-demand, mechanical, electrical, biological, and hybrid systems. The course starts with an overview of system dynamics (SD) as a “set of conceptual tools that enable us to understand the structure and dynamics of complex systems”. Then, students learn about tools and techniques that enable us to use SD as a rigorous modeling method to build formal computer simulations of complex systems. Also, the use of computer-based simulation software packages will be addressed. After understanding how to test the validity of the simulation model, and analyze the sensitivity of the model to uncertainty in parameters and/or structural changes, students will learn how to use SD to model and analyze basic electromechanical and hybrid systems. Advanced topics, including simulation-based optimization and application of SD in modeling interdependent infrastructure, socio-economic, and hybrid renewable energy systems, are covered to provide students with an insight to the applications of SD in studying contemporary issues.
SYSEN 536: Decision and Risk Analysis in Engineering

3 Credits

Analysis of engineering decisions under uncertainty; problem identification, formulation, judgment, resolution; mitigation, risk analysis, quantification and management. SYSEN 536 Decision and Risk Analysis in Engineering (3) This course examines the analysis of decisions under uncertainty within the context of engineering and technology. It focuses on understanding and improving the decision-making process of individuals and groups in technical organizations. Emphasis is placed on evaluation methods; identification, modeling, and problem resolution; consequences/outcomes of the action taken; risk analysis and quantification. Objectives 1. To appreciate the theoretical foundations of decision sciences within the context of engineering data and problems. 2. To be able to explain and evaluate alternative perspectives of the decision making process. 3. To be able to identify sources of decision failure in individuals and organizations. 4. To gain an understanding of decision technologies in the context of engineering decision making. Performance will be evaluated through a mid-semester written examination, homework (case studies) assignments, class participation, and a semester group project with an in-class presentation.

SYSEN 550: Creativity and Problem Solving I

3 Credits

Foundations of individual problem solving, including creativity, cognitive style and level, problem solving processes and techniques, the paradox of structure. SYSEN 550 Creativity and Problem Solving I (3) Problem solving is a fundamental human activity that is critically important to all disciplines. The primary objective of this course is to help students become better and more effective problem solvers through a basic, yet rigorous, understanding of the cognitive processes involved in problem solving and individual creative behavior. To meet this objective, selected elements of cognitive psychology are examined, along with general and domain-specific models of the problem solving process, a variety of problem solving techniques, and illustrative examples and case studies related to these topics in a variety of contexts (including science, engineering, and management). In addition, students will explore their personal preferences for problem solving strategies and the ways these preferences can impact both personal and professional life. Here, the objective is to provide students with an assessment of their strengths and weakness in the domain of problem solving, as well as a basis of understanding and appreciating the diverse problem solving abilities and styles of others. With its focus on effective problem solving at the individual level, this course is appropriate for students in all disciplines and areas of study. It also serves as the foundation for additional courses in problem solving, which may build upon the theoretical elements presented here (e.g., problem solving leadership) or serve as in-depth application studies in specific topical areas (e.g., invention). Students’ performance in this course will be evaluated through written examinations and homework assignments, as well as class participation. This course will be offered at least once each academic year.

Prerequisite: SYSEN550

SYSEN 554: Problem Solving Leadership

3 Credits

Models, processes, and techniques for solving complex problems, managing problem solving diversity, and facilitating change through problem solving in socio-technical systems. SYSEN 554 Problem Solving Leadership (3) As the problems faced by professionals become more complex, expertise in the domain of the problem must be supplemented with knowledge about the problem solver and the problem solving process. This course builds on an understanding of the individual problem solver and problem solving groups (and the individual’s role within them) to focus on the facilitation of complex problem solving within socio-technical systems, including the role of the problem solving leader within problem solving groups. Students will learn and implement strategies for characterizing and coordinating the problem solving preferences and abilities of individuals and groups based on problem constraints and the solutions desired. Other topics and skill sets covered will include: systems models of leadership; practical leadership as problem solving; processes and techniques for characterizing complex needs, generating and assessing potential solutions, and evaluating problem solving outcomes; frameworks for modeling and coordinating problem solving diversity among people, problems, and products; and the modeling and facilitation of socio-technical change through problem solving. This course is appropriate for students in all disciplines and areas of study, although it is particularly relevant for students in engineering, science, and/or management. Students’ performance in this course will be evaluated through written examinations, homework assignments, and a class project that extends over the semester.

Prerequisite: SYSEN550, SYSEN552
SYSEN 555: Invention and Creative Design
3 Credits
This course focuses on the creative design process which leads to the development of new products, processes, and systems (i.e. invention).

SYSEN 594: Research Topics
1-15 Credits/Maximum of 15
Supervised student activities on research projects identified on an individual or small-group basis.

SYSEN 596: Individual Studies
1-9 Credits/Maximum of 9
Creative projects, including nonthesis research, that are supervised on an individual basis and which fall outside the scope of formal courses.

SYSEN 880: Systems Architecture and Models
3 Credits
System architecture is an abstract view of a complex system distinct from the details of how such a system is implemented. It plays a significant role in developing complex systems that meet expectations of their stakeholders and achieve the mission and life cycle concepts of the system. This course covers the fundamental concepts, techniques, and methods for creating and analyzing system architecture of complex systems. System engineers, system architects, product design engineers, product managers, and project managers working in system development of commercial or military engineering systems will benefit from this course. Major topics to be covered include analysis of form and function, the process of mapping form to function, and methods of decomposition and re-integration, application of model based systems engineering for development and analysis of system architecture, and view-based architectural frameworks for documentation of system architecture. Students will: - Learn the significance of system architecture, - Learn fundamental concepts underlying a system architecture, - Learn models, methods, and tools for architecture development and analysis, - Demonstrate understanding of influences on system architecture decisions - Explore architectural frameworks for documentation of system architecture

SYSEN 895: Internship
1-9 Credits/Maximum of 9
Supervised, professionally oriented, off-campus, nongroup instruction, including field experiences, practicums, or internships.

SYSEN 897: Special Topics
1-9 Credits/Maximum of 999
Formal courses given on a topical or special interest subject which may be offered infrequently.